
Music marketing in the 
digital music industries (DMI)

Establishing a digital presence in the music industry: 
constructing the digital marketing ecosystem for a micro 

music business.



Abstract
New digital formats, media fragmentation and the evolution of complex music 

consumer behaviours is disrupting the digital music industries (DMI). Lowered 

barriers to entry has created opportunities for the independent sector which 

makes up nearly half of recorded music sales globally. Little has been researched 

on the impact for independents in micro music business. Building on existing 

business ecosystem frameworks, an ecosystem is constructed illuminating 

strategic marketing implications for micro music businesses establishing a digital 

presence in the DMI. 



Key Research Drivers - Gaps
1.Industry undergoing rapid change - Not only the music industry and changing formats but the whole marketing 

system and media  & technology landscape. Global music revenue almost halved from 1999 -2014 (statista 2020)

Need for a micro perspective to build on macro perspectives (IFPI 2020a; Ku 2002; Miller 2019; Owsinski 2019; 

Towse 2020; Wikström 2020)

2.Growth in Independent music sector – various data sources support between 30 -40% of total global recorded 

music market  [The Worldwide Independent Network (WIN) (2019), IFPI (2020), Deloittes (2020) ]

Emerging “Artist-direct” segment - fastest-growing segment in the market, growing by 32.1% in 2019 (Mulligan, 

2020) and valued at one billion dollars. Mulligan (2020) and Midia Research categorized this music sector as 

artists without record labels.



Key Research Drivers
Independent sector is the bedrock of the industry - with no songs or songwriters no music. From a value 

chain perspective the ‘creators’ - independent musicians, songwriters and music producers are the bedrock 

of the industry and promising artists are identified and signed to labels.

Most independent musicians won’t be signed – And many don’t choose to be signed. However a robust 

digital presence will certainly increase chances of being signed or building a sustainable MMB.

3. Lack of academic research into the sector – especially ‘artist-direct’ however a rapidly growing source of 

sophisticated digital marketing intelligence from practioners
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Key Research Drivers - Gaps
4. Digital marketing skills deficit in education programs for music.

Most music programs do offer business electives /subjects however this lacks the depth required with the 

evolutions in digital marketing. There may still be resistance in accepting that these complex technology and 

marketing processes are the ‘new normal’



The Case for Autoethnography
“PRACADEMIC”– 25 years professional independent musician and academic & the case for 
autoethnography

Case for practice-based investigation: how do you understand the nuances of the problems and issues 
facing the ‘practice’ within this community unless you are immersed in it ?

“The responsibility for the independent musician striving to be commercially successful with a limited 
budget therefore requires them to shift seamlessly between the role of a creative artist, musician, 
recording engineer, A & R manager, producer, record label, web designer, photographer, music video 
producer, graphic artist, artist manager, accountant and marketer to name a few” Murphy (2020)



Literature review: Key theoretical concepts guiding the 
research



Literature review: Industry Perspectives 
and the case for ecosystem frameworks (IFPI 2020) Global music report 
2019



Research Questions
1. From the perspective of a MMB what is the structure of the evolving 

digital marketing environment?

2.   What are the key contemporary digital marketing strategies 
applicable for the MMB in the DMI to build online presence?

3.   What are the key skills, tasks, partnerships required to build and 
maintain a successful business for an independent musician in the DMI 
ecosystem?



Method 
Qualitative ethnographic research was considered suitable for examining an industry at (relatively)  
early stage of transformation where limited extant literature is available Bell (2010)

Autoethnography is a research method and established methodology for arts and social science 
research especially in the analysis of complex creative and psychological processes (Anderson 2006; 
Atkinson 2006; Bartleet and Ellis 2009; Chang 2008; Ellis et al. 2010; Méndez 2013; Musgrave 2019; 
Pace 2012; Williams 2018) Analytical autoethnography can benefit artist-researchers who identify 
themselves as autoethnographers, but who want to use analytic reflexivity or theoretical sensitivity to 
improve theoretical understandings of their creative practice (Pace 2012)

Theoretical sensitivity means that through data gathering and analysis researchers are able to 
“discover” relationships between their categories that lead them to construct a grounded theory that 
fits, works with, and is relevant to the field under study (Glaser, 1978). Strauss and Corbin (1990) 
describe theoretical sensitivity as “a personal quality of the researcher that indicates an awareness of 
the subtleties of meaning contained in data” (p. 41). 



Method  
Phase one: autoethnographic investigation into independent music marketing practice that resulted in 
the creation of a basic model for establishing a digital online presence as an initial outcome of the 
process (Murphy 2015)

Phase two occurred concurrently and involved the engagement of grounded theory analytic strategies 
to explore emergent themes and to evolve the model leading to a multi-disciplinary perspective.

Phase three  involved constructing an evolved DMI ecosystem building on the initial findings in Phase 
one and two

Richardson (1991) explains, developing a framework can offer a crystallisation and refinement of the 
data.



Findings Figure 1: The Digital Marketing 

Environment of a Micro Music 

Business for the Digital Music 

Industries



Findings



Research Limitations and future directions
ØEngagement of more multi-disciplinary perspectives eg., 
entrepreneurial /management /information technology literature
ØEvolving the model with industry engagement and Case studies 
into successful commercial independent musicians
ØExploration of new digital marketing techniques applied to 
independent musicians in the DMI – CMS / conversion EMS /social 
media organic vs paid  / concept of content marketing /search 
marketing for artists



Conclusions
üThe DMI ecosystem is complex. Interrelationships extend beyond the creative industries 

interacting with macro environmental forces. This perspective supports adaptation.
üResearch is critical to success – part mindset, marketing and embracing of IT systems. 

Opportunities lie in data from insight and analytics tools as well as ongoing market research.
üPartnerships and collaborations are key and not DIY 
üMulti-disciplinary skill set requires engaging in production processes beyond music like video, 

photography, design, software and IT systems, marketing and advertising, writing and publishing 
as well as business administration and management.

üWebsite and social media are symbiotic. 
üDigital marketing techniques needing more investigation include: search marketing, digital 

advertising, web design for conversion, content marketing, email marketing. Traditional 
marketing still applies depending on target audience

üEngaging in planning around digital marketing, , choosing appropriate  digital tools including 
knowledge and application of online management systems result in efficiencies in the process 
/costs /time and ultimately raises awareness of an MMB, supports the growth of online 
presence and sustainability in the creative practice. 



Questions 
Checkout https://www.cheynnemurphy.com/ for the original exegesis artefacts

Contact: smurphy@laureate.net.au
Torrens University Australia

Music community: 
https://www.facebook.com/littleindiemusicmarketing/?ref=bookmarks

https://www.cheynnemurphy.com/
mailto:smurphy@laureate.net.au
https://www.facebook.com/littleindiemusicmarketing/?ref=bookmarks
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